A convolutional neural network for ultra-low-dose CT denoising and emphysema screening.
Reducing dose level to achieve ALARA is an important task in diagnostic and therapeutic applications of computed tomography (CT) imaging. Effective image quality enhancement strategies are crucial to compensate for the degradation caused by dose reduction. In the past few years, deep learning approaches have demonstrated promising denoising performance on natural/synthetic images. This study tailors a neural network model for (ultra-)low-dose CT denoising, and assesses its performance in enhancing CT image quality and emphysema quantification. The noise statistics in low-dose CT images has its unique characteristics and differs from that used in general denoising models. In this study, we first simulate the paired ultra-low-dose and targeted high-quality image of reference, with a well-validated pipeline. These paired images are used to train a denoising convolutional neural network (DnCNN) with residual mapping. The performance of the DnCNN tailored to CT denoising (DnCNN-CT) is assessed over various dose reduction levels, with respect to both image quality and emphysema scoring quantification. The possible over-smoothing behavior of DnCNN and its impact on different subcohort of patients are also investigated. Performance evaluation results showed that DnCNN-CT provided significant image quality enhancement, especially for very-low-dose level. With DnCNN-CT denoising on 3%-dose cases, the peak signal-to-noise ratio improved by 8 dB and the structure similarity index increased by 0.15. This outperformed the original DnCNN and the state-of-the-art nonlocal-mean-type denoising scheme. Emphysema mask was also investigated, where lung voxels of abnormally low attenuation coefficient were marked as potential emphysema. Emphysema mask generated after DnCNN-CT denoising on 3%-dose image was demonstrated to agree well with that from the full-dose reference. Despite over-smoothing in DnCNN denoising, which contributed to slight underestimation of emphysema score compared to the reference, such minor overcorrection did not affect clinical conclusions. The proposed method provided effective detection for cases with appreciable emphysema while serving as a reasonable correction for normal cases without emphysema. This work provides a tailored DnCNN for (ultra-)low-dose CT denoising, and demonstrates significant improvement on both the image quality and the clinical emphysema quantification accuracy over various dose levels. The clinical conclusion of emphysema obtained from the denoised low-dose images agrees well with that from the full-dose ones.